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Time-Optimal Velocity Planning Along Predefined Path for Static Formations of
Mobile Robots
Toni Petrinić*, Mišel Brezak, and Ivan Petrović
Abstract: This paper is concerned with the problem of finding a time-optimal velocity profile along the predefined
path for static formations of mobile robots in order to traverse the path in shortest time and to satisfy, for each
mobile robot in the formation, velocity, acceleration, tip over and wheel slip prevention constraints. Time-optimal
velocity planning is achieved using so called bang-bang control where minimum and maximum accelerations of
the formation are alternating. The developed trajectory planning algorithm is demonstrated on the formation of
differential drive mobile robots.
Keywords: differential drive mobile robot, mobile robot formations, velocity and acceleration constraints, tip over
and wheel slip prevention, trajectory planning
1. INTRODUCTION
Research interest in systems with multiple robots has
recently grown enormously in the control community.
The usage of multiple robots has several advantages
compared to a single robot. For example, multiple robots
may be able to achieve tasks that are impossible for a
single robot. Also, multiple robots are more robust to
failure than a single robot (one robot can take over the
tasks of another robot in case of failure). Since robots
can have a variety of roles, the same group of robots can
be employed for many different objectives, e.g. optimal
area coverage for mapping and exploration, cooperative
transportation, cooperative harvesting, cooperative snow
removal, etc. The ability to maintain a formation, i.e. a
specified spatial relationship between members of the
group during group motion through a workspace, is a
fundamental requirement for any multi-robot system.
This paper investigates the time-optimal motion of the
static formation of mobile robots along predefined
collision-free path. If we treat the formation of mobile
robots as one multi-body robot, many of existing singlerobot algorithms can be used to find collision-free path,
e.g. [1-3], and to smooth path, e.g. [4]. Also, the user can
manually specify the collision-free path. Existing singlerobot motion planners can be adapted to plan the velocity
profile of the formation of mobile robots. Then for each
mobile robot in the formation it is possible to compute
individual velocity profile based on the planned velocity
of the entire formation. This is similar to the leaderfollower approach [5].

The algorithm that solves the problem of moving a
manipulator in time-optimal (minimum-time) along a
specified geometric path subject to input torque/force is
described in [6, 7]. The power of that algorithm lies in its
generality as it can be used with variety of constraints.
Moreover, it can be adapted for planning of time-optimal
trajectory for the formation of mobile robots satisfying
complex constraints of each mobile robot in the
formation. In [8] is presented a newer discrete version of
algorithm [6, 7] that gives near time-optimal solution.
Time-optimal velocity planning along predefined path
for one mobile robot is well researched. Planning the
time-optimal velocity considering velocity and
acceleration constraints is described in [9, 10], and with
jerk constraints in [11]. Some researchers go one step
further and take additionally into account tip over and
wheel slip prevention constraints [12-14]. In [15],
visibility constraint is taken into account by mapping the
Euclidean homography matrix to the image space.
Maximum vehicle speed due to comfort and safety
reasons are expressed via lateral acceleration in [16].
To plan trajectory for the formation of mobile robots,
researchers typically take into account only velocity and
curvature constraints of each robot [17-19]. However, the
problem of time-optimal velocity planning for the
formation of mobile robots is still an open research
problem. By extending approach [12] to the static
formation of mobile robots, to the best of our knowledge,
we are the first who compute time-optimal velocity
profile along the smooth predefined path for static
formations of mobile robots.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 static formations of mobile robots are
described. In Section 3 a dynamic model of differentialdrive mobile robot that accounts for velocity,
acceleration, tip over and wheel slip prevention
constraints is shortly presented and utilized for timeoptimal velocity planning algorithm. A time-optimal
velocity planning algorithm for static formations of
mobile robots is derived in Section 4. Experimental
results are presented in Section 5. The paper ends with
the conclusion.
2. STATIC FORMATIONS OF MOBILE ROBOTS
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which represents unrealizable sideway motion.
We suppose that the reference path of the formation

q( s )   x( s ) y ( s )  ( s ) 

is known in advance, where

path parameter s denotes the distance travelled along
the path. Let qi ( s) denote path,  i (s) path curvature
and s i ( s ) travelled distance of the i -th mobile robot
in the formation. If  (s) is reference path curvature,
path curvature and its derivative for i -th mobile robot
can be calculated as (Fig. 2):

 i ( s) 

( p , r ), where p is the distance along the reference
path and r i is the distance in the perpendicular
direction relative to the tangent of the reference path (so
called curvilinear coordinates). By static formation we
mean that p i and r i are constant.

position,

orientation, and v (t ) and  (t ) longitudinal and
angular velocity of the mobile robot, respectively.
The nonholonomic constraint of the system (1) is

T

In the proposed approach, the user first defines a
reference point, which is an arbitrary point C within
the formation whose coordinates serve as reference
coordinates for the group of mobile robots. The reference
point C is usually at the location of one of the mobile
robots in the formation. A reference path is the path of
the reference point C . Positions of all mobile robots in
the formation are given relative to this reference point
(Fig. 1). The coordinates of the i -th mobile robot
relative to the reference point C are denoted as

 x(t ), y(t ) 

(1)
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Fig. 1. a) Square formation in straigt line, b) square
formation in the curve.
The shape of a formation, as defined above, will
slightly alter while turning, as depicted in Fig 1. b). Thus,
the formation is not rigid but flexible, which is
appropriate for tasks such as harvesting, snow removal or
mapping and exploration tasks where a particular offset
between robots is required to ensure accurate data.
In this work we assume that the formation reference
path consists of lines and clothoids, but any other curve
types can be used. Clothoids [20] are used due to their
attractive property of linear relation between the
curvature and the arc length. Thus produced reference
path is G 2 continuous and, as the offset of the clothoid
is also G 2 continuous, paths of all the robots in the
formation will be G 2 continuous, too.
We deal with the differential-drive mobile robot
whose kinematic model is given by

Fig. 2. Path curvature.
If 1  r i   ( s  p i )  0 , the i -th mobile robot is
positioned exactly at the center of curvature of the
reference trajectory whereupon (3) and (4) are infinite
while mobile robot longitudinal velocity is zero as will
be shown later in Section 4. Infinite path curvature
implies that the mobile robot must turn on the spot to
maintain formation which is possible for differential
drive robots. While it is easy to derive necessary
relationships between reference path and its offset for the
straight line segments of the reference path, for the
clothoid segments it is quite complicated. In the
continuation we derive the equation for the clothoid,
which is required for further discussion. For simplicity
let pi  0 (Fig. 2).
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Basic parametric equation of the clothoid curve with
zero initial curvature is
s cos(0.5     ) 
 x c ( s) 
 d ,
 y ( s)   0 
2
 c 
 sin(0.5     ) 
2

(5)

where  is parameter called sharpness of the clothoid.
The curvature of the clothoid curve changes linearly with
its arc length

 ( s)    s.

(6)

The offset of parametrically defined curve with
constant distance r i along the perpendicular direction in
the general case is given by [21]
 xoff ( s )   x( s ) 



 yoff ( s )   y ( s ) 

(7)

By substituting (5) into (7) we obtain clothoid offset
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i

a path parameter s to a curve in configuration space
CS , where s g is path parameter at the goal. A
trajectory is specified by a time-scaling function
s (t ) : [0, t g ]  [0, s g ] , which assigns a value s to each
time t  [0, t g ] . The time-scaling function s (t ) is
assumed to be twice-differentiable and monotonic, i.e.
s(t )  0 , where s(t ) denotes time derivative of s (t ) .
Using both path and time scaling, a trajectory can now be
defined as q ( s (t )) : [0, t g ]  CS , which is short-written
as q(t ) .
Let a general dynamic model of the robot be given by
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Using (9) we obtain arc length of clothoid offset s i
with respect to arc length of the clothoid s
ds i ( s )  dxc ,off (s) 2  dyc,off (s) 2 ds 

where u is the vector of generalized forces acting on
the generalized coordinates q , M (q) is a mass or
inertia matrix, Г (q) can be viewed as an vector, where
each element is a matrix whose elements are Christoffel
symbols of the inertia matrix and g (q) is a vector of
gravitational forces.
The developed forces in (11) are subject to the
actuator lower and upper limits and in the most general
form are expressed as functions of the robot
configuration and velocity
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j
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For further discussion we differentiate (8):
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By expressing the path q as a function of parameter s ,
(11) can be written as the vector equation
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(10)

Note that for the line it is  ( s )  0 so that ds i ( s )  ds .

(13)

which defines robot dynamic model constrained to the
path q( s ) . The vector functions a( s ) , b( s ) and c( s )
are inertial, velocity product and gravitational terms,
respectively.
Because the robot motion is constrained to the path, its
state at any time is determined by ( s, s) and actuator
limits can be expressed as a function of ( s, s) . From
(13), it may be concluded that the system must satisfy

u min ( s, s)  a( s)  
s  b( s )  s2  c( s)  u max ( s, s).

(14)

This equation enables us to express the minimum and
maximum accelerations s as functions of ( s, s) , which
are required to obtain time-optimal scaling function. We
denote the minimum and maximum accelerations s
satisfying the j -th component of (14) by L j ( s, s) and
U j ( s, s) , respectively.

3. DYNAMIC MODEL OF DIFFERENTIAL-DRIVE
MOBILE ROBOT FOR TIME-OPTIMAL
VELOCITY PLANNING ALGOTIHM

3.1. Derivation of the dynamic model
Let’s assume that a reference collision-free path q( s )
is a twice-differentiable curve, i.e. G 2 continuous, in

We define overall acceleration limits as
L( s, s)  max L j ( s, s),
j 1,, nc

U ( s, s)  min U j ( s, s),

(15)

j 1,, nc

where nc is the total number of mobile robot
acceleration limits.
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The acceleration limits (14) can now simply be
expressed as
L( s, s)  
s  U ( s, s).

(16)

We use longitudinal acceleration a and angular
acceleration  as generalized forces, i.e. as the
command input in model (11),

u  a   .
T

(17)

These accelerations are proportional to the
corresponding forces. Although the vector u does not
give robot configuration (i.e. position and orientation)
directly, the trajectory planning will yield the timescaling function s(t ) which we integrate to obtain s (t )
and then configuration q (t ) is computed by substituting
s (t ) into the predefined path q( s ) .
We choose that the path parameter s denotes the
distance travelled along the path in the case that robot
motion has translation component. In that case
longitudinal velocity v (t ) is non-zero and under
assumption that path curvature  ( s ) is continuous,
longitudinal velocity and angular velocity can be
expressed as function of s
v(t )  s(t ),  (t )   ( s (t ))  s(t ).

(18)

By differentiating (18), we obtain accelerations
a(t )  v(t )  
s (t ),

 (t )   (t )   ( s(t ))  s (t ) 

d  (t )
 s(t ) 2 .
ds

(19)

Substitution of (19) into (17) gives dynamic model of
differential drive mobile robot
 0 
 1 
 d  ( s )   s 2   a  .

s


 ( s ) 
 




 
 ds 

(20)

3.2. Derivation of acceleration limits
Motion of a mobile robot is affected by various forces
(gravity, centrifugal force and centripetal force). These
forces contribute to dynamic problems such as the slip
and over-actuation of wheels, limitations of velocity and
acceleration, and the effects of inertia. To make the paper
self-contained we give a short description of acceleration
limits (16) considering velocity, acceleration and wheel
slip prevention constraints, while detailed description can
be found in [12].
Let amin be a negative constant denoting minimum
longitudinal acceleration, amax a positive constant
denoting maximum longitudinal acceleration, vmax
maximum absolute longitudinal velocity of the robot,
 min a negative constant denoting minimum angular
acceleration,  max a positive constant denoting
maximum angular acceleration and max maximum
absolute angular velocity of the robot.
From the robot dynamic model (20), acceleration

constraints due to limited longitudinal acceleration is
L1 ( s, s)  amin ( s, s), U1 ( s, s)  amax ( s, s),
 a , s  ( vmax , vmax )
amin ( s, s)   min
,
 0, otherwise
 a , s  ( vmax , vmax )
,
amax ( s, s)   max
 0, otherwise

(21)

and due to limited angular acceleration is
  min ( s, s)  d  ( s ) 2
 s


ds
  max ( s, s) 
,  (s)  0

 ( s)
 L2 ( s, s)  
 ( s )  0,
U ( s, s)   undefined,
 2
 

  max ( s, s )   d  ( s )  s2
  min ( s, s) 
ds
,  (s)  0


(
s
)


 
 
  min ,  ( s )  0  s   max , max 
 min ( s, s)  
  ( s )  ( s )  ,

0, otherwise

 
 
  max ,  ( s )  0  s   max , max 
 max ( s, s)  
  ( s )  ( s )  ,

0, otherwise
(22)

For  ( s )  0 (22) is undefined because pure translation
is not constrained by angular acceleration limit.
To prevent slip of the robot wheels we have to ensure
that required overall forces on the wheels Fk do not
exceed maximum available friction forces between the
wheels and the ground F fr ,k , i.e.
Fk  F fr ,k ,

(23)

where k  1 for the left, and k  2 for the right wheel.
The force on each wheel consists of a longitudinal and
a lateral component (Fig. 3(a)). The longitudinal
component comes from the torque used to accelerate or
decelerate wheels. The lateral component develops if the
robot translates and rotates at the same time and is
caused by inertial centrifugal force. Each wheel takes the
half of the total centrifugal force. The overall force
developed on each wheel is
2
Fk2  Flong
,k 

Flong ,k 

Fcf2
4

,

m
J
 v   
  ,
2
dw

(24)

Fcf  m  acf  m  v   ,

where Flong ,k is the longitudinal force component, Fcf
is the overall centrifugal force acting on the robot, m
and J are the mass and the inertia of the robot,
respectively, d w is the distance between driving wheels,
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acf

is the centrifugal force,   1 for the left and

  1 for the right wheel.

 L3 ( s, s)  2  dcw
U ( s, s)  
hc
 3


g h
  1
   c   ( s )  s2     .
2
d
w

 1

(27)

Using the Coulomb’s friction model, the maximum
force that can be developed between the wheel and the
ground is
F fr ,k    Wk ,

(28)

where  is the friction coefficient.
By using (28), (25), (24) and (19) the condition (23)
can be written as



2
m   ( s)  s2
m
J  d  ( s) 2

 s   ( s )  
s 
s  
  
d w  ds
4

2



2



2


g

hc
h
  ( s )  s 2  c  
s  .
  m     
dw
2  d cw

2
 

(29)
Fig. 3. a) Top view of the robot, b) rear view of the
robot, c) side view of the robot.
To express friction forces, the Coulomb’s friction
model is used. A prerequisite for the Coulomb’s model
application is to compute overall weighting forces on
each wheel Wk (Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c)),
Wk  Wstatic  Wcf ,k  Wacc ,k ,
Wstatic  m 

g
,
2

Wcf ,k    m  v   
Wacc ,k   Fin 

hc
,
dw

(25)

hc
h
  m  v  c ,
2d cw
2d cw

Equation (29) can be written in the form of quadratic
inequality:
A( s, s)  
s 2  B( s, s)  
s  C ( s, s)  0,
2

g
h   ( s )  s 2
m      c
2
dw

2

where Wstatic is the static weight on the wheel, g is
gravitation acceleration, hc is height of the mass center
relative to the ground, dcw is distance to castor wheels,
and Wcf ,k and Wacc ,k are weighting forces due to
centrifugal force and longitudinal acceleration,
respectively. Positive/negative sign of the force Wcf ,k
means that it increases/decreases the static weight on the
wheel. The force Wacc ,k is always negative. The
difference is that by acceleration the force acts on the
rear castor wheel, while by deceleration it acts on the
front castor wheel.
The weighting forces must remain positive at all times
since otherwise the robot would tip over, i.e. Wk  0 . By
substituting (18) and (19) into (25), considering the worst
case where the weighting force decreases due to
centrifugal acceleration, the following constraint is
obtained:
h
h
g
 c  
s  c   ( s )  s2   0,
2dcw
2
dw

which induces the following acceleration limits:

(26)

2

m
J   ( s )     m  hc 
A( s, s)     
 
 ,
d w   2  dcw 
2
2  J d  ( s )  m J   ( s )  2
B ( s, s) 

  
  s 
dw
ds  2
dw 
m 2   2  hc  g
h   ( s )  s2 
Q
    c
 ,
2
dcw
dw


 J 2  d  ( s) 2 m2   ( s)2  4
  s 

C ( s, s)   2  
 d w  ds 

4


2

(30)

2


 ,


s  0 and Q  1 in case 
s0.
where Q  1 in case 
From (30) we get acceleration limits that prevent wheel
slip for non-zero longitudinal velocity (note: ( s, s) is
ommited for brevity)
 L4,5   B

U  
 4,5  2 A

where

B 2  4 AC
2A

L4 Q 1, 1

and

 1
 ,
1

L5 Q 1, 1

(31)
are

lower

acceleration limits for the left and for the right wheel,
respectively, while U 4 Q 1, 1 and U 5 Q 1, 1 , are
upper acceleration limits for the left and for the right
wheel, respectively.
In case of pure rotation, s will denote the traversed
angle, so that
v(t )  0,  (t )  s(t ), v(t )  0,  (t )  
s (t ),

(32)

and dynamic model (19) is reduced to a single equation

s   , from which we derive acceleration limits as
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L1,rot ( s, s)   min,rot ( s, s),
U1,rot ( s, s)   max,rot ( s, s),
 , s  [  max , max ]
 min,rot ( s, s)   min
,
0,



otherwise

(33)

 , s  [  max , max ]
 max,rot ( s, s)   max
.
0,



otherwise

To obtain limits for wheel slip prevention in case of
pure rotation we first substitute (18) and than (32) into
(29), which yields the condition for both wheels as
J
 m g
,
 
s 
2
dw

(34)

respectively. From (36) follows that when the formation
is turning (Fig. 1. b)), outside robots accelerate and
inside robots decelerate to maintain formation, what one
would naturally expect.
Let Li ( s i , si ) and U i ( s i , si ) denote minimum and
maximum acceleration of the i -th robot along its path,
respectively. Using (16) and (37) we get acceleration
limits for the static formation of mobile robots
max Li ( s, s)  
s  min U i ( s, s),

  Li ( s i , si ) 
 L ( s, s) 
1


 i


i
 i i i
U ( s, s)  1  r   ( s)  U ( s , s ) 
i

ri 

which induces acceleration limits for pure rotation:
 L2, rot ( s, s)    m  g  d w  1
  .
U

2 J
1
 2, rot ( s, s) 

(35)

Finally, overall acceleration limits are obtained using
(16).
4. TIME-OPTIMAL VELOCITY PLANNING FOR
STATIC FORMATIONS OF MOBILE ROBOTS

The problem of finding time-optimal trajectory along
the predefined path of a static formation of mobile robots
is defined as follows. For given predefined path
q( s ) : [0, s g ]  CS , initial state (0, s0 ) and final state
(s g , sg ) , find a monotonically increasing twice-

differentiable time scaling function s (t ) : [0, t g ]  [0,s g ]
that: (i) satisfies s(0)  0 , s(0)  s0 , s(t g )  sg ,
s(t g )  sg , and (ii) minimizes total travel time t g along

the predefined path respecting actuator constraints, i.e.
acceleration limits (16) for all mobile robots in the
formation for all time t  [0, t g ] .
To respect acceleration limits (16) of all mobile robots
in the formation we have to map velocity si and
acceleration si of each mobile robot i in the formation
to the reference path s .
In case of clothoid segments of the reference path,
velocity for the i -th mobile robot is obtained from (10):





si  1  r i   ( s )  s,

(36)

and its acceleration is obtained by differentiating (36),


s i  r i 

d ( s) 2
 s  1  r i   ( s )  
s.
ds





i 1,..., nr

i 1,..., nr

(37)

In case p i  0 path curvature  ( s ) in (36) and (37)
becomes  ( s )   ( s  pi ) , as can be seen in Fig. 2.
For straight part of reference path  ( s )  0 or for
zero offset r i  0 , velocity and acceleration of the i -th
mobile robot in the formation are si  s and 
s i  
s,

(38)

d (s) i 2 
 ( s )  ,
ds


where nr is the total number of mobile robots in the
formation.
Now we can address the problem of finding the timeoptimal trajectory for static formation of mobile robots.
The problem is best visualized in the ( s, s) phase plane
(Fig. 4). The feasible acceleration constraint (38) can be
illustrated as a cone of tangent vectors defined at any
state ( s, s) . The lower and upper edge of the cone
corresponds to minimum and maximum acceleration,
respectively. Actuation constraints (38) impose that there
could be some states at which there is no feasible
acceleration required for the system to continue to follow
the path. This region is called inadmissible region
(depicted in gray in Fig. 4), because one or more robots
will leave the formation if its state is in this region. A
switch from admissible region to inadmissible region
occurs at the velocity limit curve V ( s ) .
For the i -th mobile robot, its velocity limit curve
i
V ( s ) satisfies
Li ( s i , si )  U i ( s i , si ),

(38)

while for the formation it must be satisfied
max Li ( s, s)  min U i ( s, s).

i 1,..., nr

i 1,..., nr

(39)

To minimize travel time t g , velocity s along the
predefined path should be maximized, i.e. the area
beneath the curve from initial state (0, s0 ) to final state
( s g , sg ) should be maximized. This means that the
curve always follows the upper or lower bound of the
cone, i.e. the system always operates at minimum or
maximum acceleration. The problem now reduces to
finding the switching points between maximum and
minimum accelerations.
The algorithm that gives sequence of values s where
switching between maximum and minimum acceleration
should occur, consists of the following steps [22] (see
illustration in Fig. 4):
Step 1: Initialize switch counter l  0 . Set
( sl , sl )  (0, s0 ) .

Time-Optimal Velocity Planning Along Predefined Path for Static Formations of Mobile Robots

Step 2: Integrate equation 
s  max Li ( s, s) backward
in time from (s g , sg ) until the velocity limit curve is
penetrated and call this phase plane curve F .
s  min U i ( s, s) forward in
Step 3: Integrate equation 
time from ( sl , sl ) . Call this curve Al . Continue
integrating until either Al crosses F or Al
penetrates the velocity limit curve V (s) . If Al
crosses F , then add a new switch and the problem is
solved. If instead the velocity limit curve V (s) is
penetrated in point ( slim , slim ) proceed to Step 4.
Step 4: Search the velocity limit curve V (s) forward
from ( slim , slim ) until the first local minimum of the
velocity limit curve is found. Call that point
( sswitch , sswitch ) and from this point integrate the curve
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framerate, and used the computer vision algorithm
presented in [23].
The formation of four mobile robots at the start
position and a predefined test path are shown in Fig. 6.
The curvature profile of the test path is shown in Fig. 7.
The robot R#1 is supposed to directly follow the test path
without offset, while the offsets of mobile robots R#2,
R#3 and R#4 with respect to the reference point are [p2
r2] = [0 -0.35], [p3 r3] = [-0.15 0] and [p4 r4] = [-0.15 0.35], respectively. Orientation of each mobile robot in
the formation at the start is 0o.


s  max Li ( s, s) backward in time until it intersects
Al . Increment l and call this new curve Al . Add
intersection point as a new switch point from
maximum to minimum acceleration.
Step 5: Increment l and set ( sl , sl )  ( sswitch , sswitch ) .
Add another switch point at sl and go to Step 3.

Fig. 5. Robot soccer platform.

Fig. 6. Formation at the start position, and predefined
path.
Fig. 4. An illustration of the optimal time-scaling
algorithm.
When time-optimal velocity s along predefined path
q( s ) is found it is possible to find velocity si for each
mobile robot in the formation by applying (36).

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The algorithm for finding the time-optimal trajectory
for static formation of mobile robots is implemented in
MATLAB®. One has to be careful in algorithm
implementation, as many involved functions have
discontinuities that make numerical integration prone to
errors. Experiments were performed using robot soccer
platform (Fig. 5). It consists of a team of five radiocontrolled microrobots of size 7.5cm×7.5cm equipped
with differential drive. The playground is of size
2.2m×1.8m. For postion tracking of the robots we
mounted at 2.4 m height above the center of the
playground the Basler a301fc IEEE-1394 digital color
camera with resolution of 656×494 pixels and 80 fps

Fig. 7. Curvature profile of the predefined path.
In our experiment all mobile robots had the same
parameters, but it is not a prerequisite and each robot can
have different parameters. Mobile robot parameters used
in experiment are given in Table 1. The parameters
marked by a star are not mobile robots physical
maximum values but are set as parameters in the robot
firmware. Although robot soccer platform is very
practical for experiments with formations of mobile
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robots, it has some technical limitations that make
driving at maximum accelerations impossible: (i)
relatively large noise in the measured position and
velocity of the robot; (ii) delay in the communication
between the control computer and microprocessors of the
mobile robots; (iii) delay in measurements due to vision
(the time required to grab the image from the camera +
time required for image processing); (iv) mobile robots
allow only control of velocity (the internal controller in
the mobile robot can generate higher torques than it was
planned by the trajectory planner); (v) the trajectory
tracking controller can also require higher torques than it
was planned in order to compensate for trajectory
tracking error. Because of this, it is necessary to choose
more conservative parameters. Trajectories for each
robot are planned offline using the proposed algorithm
and then executed online using the nonlinear trajectory
tracking controller presented in [24].
Table 1. Parameters of the mobile robot.
Parameter
Mass

Symbol

m
J
amin
amax

Value

Unit

0.4924

kg

4·10-4

kg m2

-1

m/s2

1

m/s2

-29.68

rad/s2

Max. ang. accel. *

 min
 max

22.32

rad/s2

Max. long. velocity *

vmax

1.6

m/s

max


12.8

rad/s

0.4

-

hc
dw
dcw
g

0.025

m

0.068

m

0.025

m

9.81

m/s2

Inertia moment
Min. long. accel. *
Max. long. accel. *
Min. ang. accel. *

Max. ang. velocity *
Friction coefficient
Mass center height
Dist. between wheels
Dist. to castor wheels
Gravitation

In Fig. 6 it can be seen that robots R#1 and R#3 enter
the curve first (Curve #1). Since the robot R#1 is external
(i.e. it has higher path radius), it is the one that resctricts
the velocity of the formation in this curve. Therefore the
first local minimum of the formation velocity in Fig. 9 is
caused by the robot R#1. This can also be seen in Fig. 8
where its velocity profile touches its velocity limit curve.
The robot R#2 is the next external robot that enters the
curve (Curve #1) and restricts velocity of the formation.
Therefore the second local minimum of the velocity in
Fig. 9 is caused by the R#2, and in Fig. 8 the velocity
profile of R#2 touches its velocity limit curve in that
curve. Robots R#3 and R#4 do not limit the formation
velocity here. Similarly, in the second curve (Curve #2)
robot R#3 is external and since it enters the curve first
(Curve #2), it restricts velocity of the formation, and
after that the robot R#4 restricts velocity of the formation
because it is the next external robot that enters the curve
(Curve #2). Robots R#1 and R#2 do not restrict the
velocity in the second curve (Curve #2). In the third
curve (Curve #3) scenario is like in the second curve
(Curve #2), while in the fourth curve (Curve #4) scenario
is like in the first curve (Curve #1).

Fig. 8. Acceleration limits (cones), velocity limit curve
(dot line) and time-optimal velocity (solid line)
for all four mobile robots in the formation.
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robots along the predefined path with respect to velocity,
acceleration, tip over and wheel slip prevention
constraints of each mobile robot in the formation. A
presented approach is very flexible and can be easily
generalized for other types of robots and it can be
extended to account for other constraints. In future work,
we will try to extend this approach to the dynamic
formations of mobile robots.
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